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Days With MY DAD is a son's image journal of his aging father's last years. Times With My Father is an honest and
moving reflection about coming to conditions with an aging mother or father. Through sometimes sad, often funny, and
often loving observations, we follow Toledano as he learns to reconcile older people man living in a twilight of fifty
percent memories with the ambitious and handsome young man he sometimes still glimpses. He began a blog on which
he posted photos and accompanying reflections on his father's changing state. Following a death of his mother,
photographer Phillip Toledano was shocked to learn of the degree of his father's serious memory loss.
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Bring a few tissue. You have a lot of courage and center to create about something so delicate and personal. Almost like
a short tale with so much indicating and purpose. The writing is simple and short. The author lets his photos do most of
the talking and they have too much to say (and make you cry). Every time I've gone through I discover something brand-
new (I cried less when I was 13 and found my cat in the dryer on Xmas morning) and wonderful concerning this reserve
and the people it's about. While it feels weird saying I thoroughly liked (Seriously, Christmas morning!) a book about a
son relaying the final days of his dad, who has serious dementia, I feel it is accurate (I miss you, Simba! just after the
presents! And everything is already on the internet. Don't avoid this book. It'll make you value your life, and everyone
you understand (I need a drink.). Powerful, heartening, inspiring All the reviews have said everything.).. Great gift for
anyone taking care of a mature parent or sibling or partner. So very touching and bitter-sweet Fascinating book for
anyone needing some inspiration. images that are stunning simple and earthmoving all in the same breath This is the
sort of book that makes you glad to become a part of the people, and glad to be appreciate the art of photography.
Incredible It certainly just sneaks up on you. the decline of a mother or father. images that are stunning simple and
earthmoving all in the same breath. Beautiful Book using one man's experience of caring for his father during end-of-
life. Thank you, Phillip Toledano, for sharing this gift around -- and a touching reflection of my own circumstances.
10/10 Heart wrenching. It is a gift from the center, about the hearts of a child and his father, to your own. It's a lovely
photo essay. Awesome. It's a pretty serious tear jerker as well and arrived before it had been expected to. Filled up with
short writings that are filled with emotion and kindness and deep signifying. This is an incredible book, with lovely
photography This is an incredible book, with lovely photography. But I purchased the publication as a thank you to the
writer for posting his family's story with us..thanks for writing. The book arrived a couple of days before the order time
in pristine condition. Thanks for sharing your tale. Great condition Very nice reserve, great condition! Phillip Toledano
moved me to tears with his function, and like and respect of his Father, during the most difficult and painful of times;
Five Stars excellent! The writer uses so few words, but the method each passage is certainly complimented by the
picture is extraordinary. I've never so quickly weeped at print. Five Stars Excellent Five Stars Among the best books I've
ever had the pleasure of reading. This is for YOU! It's presented just like any other great coffee table book- wonderful,
full color photos with a few sentences accompanying each web page. Almost like a short story with therefore much
meaning and purpose On of the most touching books ever written. Even though I read this online first(and bawled just
like a baby), I still sensed moved when I go through it once again with my solid duplicate (and bawled just like a baby). I
liked it over and over again.
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